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Claim l 

A UMTS radio communication system having a communication channel for the 
transmission of data packets from a primary station- ( I 00) to a secondary station· 
(110) the secondary station having receiving means for receiving a data packet (202) 
and acknowledgement means for transmitting a signal to the primary station to 
indicate the status of a received data packet, which signal is selected from a set of at 
least two available· signal types (204, 206) wherein the acknowledgement means is 
arranged to select-the power level at which the signal is transmitted depending on its 
type and in dependence on an indication o"f the power level at which each type of 
signal is transmitted, the indication being signaled from the primary station to the 
secondary station, 

wherein the available signal types are signals indicating positive and negative 
acknowledgements, and 

wher~in the indication specifies the power level relative to the pilot bits on the uplink 
dedicated control channel. 

Claim2 

A system as elaimea ia elaim l , el!araelerizea ia . !hat !he a,,<ailaele sigaal types 
ifleluEle sigaals indieatiag :i,esitive and Regative aelmewledgemea!s. 

Claim2i 

A system as claimed in claim !.:!, characterized in that the available signal types 
further include a revert signal indicating a request for retransmission of a packet 
received before the packet just received. · 

Claim3 4 

A system as claimed in claim i;;, characterized in that the revert signal is identical to 
the negative acknowledgment signal but is transmitted at a higher power. 

Claim4 § 

A primary station (100) for use in a UMTS radio communication system having a 
communication channel for the transmission of data packets from the primary station 
to a secondary station (110), wherein means are provided for transmitting a data 
packet to the secondary station and for receiving a signal from the secondary station 
to indicate the status of a received data packet (202), which-signal is selected from a 
set of at least two available signal types and is transmitted with a power level 
selected depending on its type (204,206), and wherein means are provided for 
signaling to the secondary station an indication on how the power level at which the 
secondary station transmits each type of signal depends on the type of the signal. 
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Claim S Ii 

A primary station as claimed in claim ±~. characterized in that means are provided 
for determining the type of the received signal depending on its received power level. 

Claim 6+ 

A primary station as claimed in claim 4 or 5~, characterized in that the indication 
comprises an instruction to the secondary station to transmit at least two types of 
signals at different powers. 

Claim 7 8 

A primary station as claimed in claim 4 or 5~, characterized in that the indication 
informs the secondary station of the transmission power that it should use for at least 
one of the available signal types. 

Claim 8 9 

A primary station as claimed in claim 4 5 or 7S, e er 8, characterized in that the 
indication informs the secondary station of a required power difference between two 
different types of signals. 

Claim 910 

A secondary station (110) for use in a UMTS radio communication system having a 
communication channel for the transmission of data packets from a primary station 
(100) to the secondary station, wherein receiving means are provided for receiving a 
data packet (202) from the primary station and acknowledgement means are provided 
for transmitting a signal to the primary station (204,206) to indicate the status of a · 
received data packet, which signal is selected from a set of at least two available 
signal types, wherein the acknowledgement means is arranged to select the power 
level at which the signal is transmitted depending on its type and in dependence on 
an indication of the power level at which each type of signal is transmitted, the 
indication being signaled from the pri_mary station to the secondary station, 

wherein the available signal types are signals indicating positive and negative 
acknowledgements, and 

wherein the indication specifies the power level relative to the pilot bits on the uplink 
dedicated control channel. 

Claim IOH 

A secondary station as claimed in claim 2.J-G, characterized in that the si!,'flal tyiies 
ifleloo~!,'flals indicating ~esiliva aae negative aelERewleagemems aml the 
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acknowledgement means transmits negative acknowledgements at a higher power 
than positive acknowledgements. 

Claim 11 » 

A secondary station as claimed in claim lQH, characterized in that the 
acknowledgement means only transmits negative acknowledgements at a higher 
power than positive acknowledgements if a time-averaged ratio of positive 
acknowledgements to negative acknowledgements is greater than a predetennined 
value. 

Claim 12 -1,; 

A secondary station as claimed in claim 9 or 1 OHl er II, characterized in that the 
available signal types include signals conveying information relating to prevailing 
radio conditions other that the status of the received data packet 

A seeaRElary stati0R as elaimeel ia elaim l@, ellaraoteri;ml iR tlla; tile iaElieatieR 
iRfomas efaa effset vah,e ef tlle j3ewer lever at wlliell the sigaa! is traasmitteel. 

Claim 13~ 

A method of operating a UMfS radio communication system· having a 
communication channel for the transmission of data packets from a primary station 
(100) to a secondary station (llO) the method comprising the secondary station 
receiving a data packet (202) and transmitting an acknowledgement signal (204, 206) 
to the primary station to indicate the status of a received data packet, which signal is 
selected from a set of at least two available signal types, the method comprising 
selecting the power level at which the signal is transmitted depending on its type and 
in dependence on an indication of the power level at which each type of signal is 
transmitted, the indication being signalled from the primary station lo the secondary 
station.1. 

wherein the available signal types are signals indicating positive and negative 
acknowledgements. 

and wherein the indication specifies the power level relative to the pilot bits on the 
uplink dedicated control channel. 
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